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ABSTRACT

Students approach educational courses with varying levels of experience and understanding, and so need appropriate support to inform them of expectations and to guide their learning efforts. Feedback is critical in this process, so that learners can gauge how their performance aligns with expectations, and how they can improve their efforts and attainments. This study focused on the effects of providing different types of feedback on participants’ written essays, as well as on participants’ motivations for learning using measures of motivation and self-efficacy. In terms of research questions, it was important to ascertain whether participants performed differently in subsequent essays after receiving feedback on structure alone or on structure and content; whether their self-reported levels of motivation and attitudes to learning were related to essay performance; and whether the difference in type of feedback affected their self-reported levels of motivation and attitudes to learning. Findings revealed no significant difference in marks between those receiving feedback on structure alone and those receiving feedback on structure and content, which is surprising and deserves further exploration. Even so, using feedback to highlight certain structural elements of essay writing can have a lasting positive impact on participants’ future essay performance.
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1. Introduction

People come to educational courses and learning tasks with varying levels of experience and understanding. They therefore need support in their courses to inform them of expectations and to guide their learning efforts. They also need feedback on their performance, so that they can gauge how their performance aligns with expectations, and how they can improve their efforts and attainments. This is particularly important when supporting distance and online learners, who may have little or no face-to-face contact with instructors or peers. This paper focuses on the effects of providing different types of feedback electronically on participants’ written essays, as well as participants’ motivations for learning using measures of motivation and self-efficacy. In terms of the research questions, it was important to ascertain whether participants performed differently in subsequent essays after receiving feedback on structure alone, or structure and content. The research team also set out to investigate whether this difference in type of feedback affected participants’ self-reported levels on a standardised questionnaire regarding motivation and attitudes to learning, and whether their self-reported levels on these measures were related to their essay performance.

Such a study regarding feedback and performance linked to motivations for learning and self-efficacy has considerable implications for supporting students to improve their work, and also supporting students to believe that they can improve their academic work—no small feat for learners who may often feel isolated and stretched trying to squeeze study around other commitments and demands on their time. This work is intended to offer some illumination on the kinds of feedback given to written academic essays that students pay attention to, find useful and ultimately implement in future writing efforts, and how this interacts with their motivation and self-efficacy. Such findings could be of substantial benefit to students and instructors alike. This paper begins by reviewing how the literature portrays
the key issues of feedback, including aspects related to motivation and self-efficacy.

1.1. Feedback

Feedback has been a popular topic of educational research for some decades, and it is largely agreed that feedback is central to learning (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Some researchers have however argued that the positive effects of feedback are not guaranteed (Kluger & DeNisi, 1996), and so it is important that research continues to investigate how feedback can be offered in ways that support improvements in students’ learning (understanding of topics) as well as performance (marks achieved). Chickering and Gamson (1987) listed “gives prompt feedback” and “encourages active learning” as two of their seven principles of good practice for undergraduate education. Therefore by this argument facilitating students to take ownership of and reflect on their work, through provision of feedback at a point where they can build on it in subsequent tasks, should have the most impact on students’ understanding of the requirements of academic writing.

Nelson and Schunn (2009) carried out a correlational analysis of 1,073 segments of peer review feedback that had been given to undergraduate students on writing tasks. In terms of making use of feedback, Nelson and Schunn proposed that understanding problems raised within feedback about one’s own work was a critical factor in implementing suggestions. They continued to explore this potential, in stating that understanding was more likely where those giving feedback provided solutions, specified where identified problems occurred, and summarised performance. Nelson and Schunn identified feedback as involving motivation, reinforcement, and information. They addressed five features of feedback: summarisation; specificity; explanations; scope (i.e., local versus global); and affective language (praise, inflammatory, and mitigating language). The first four are cognitive features, whereas the
latter is an affective feature. It is these five features of feedback that were drawn on in the present study in determining the types of feedback to offer participants on their draft essays.

Nelson and Schunn proposed that there are “mediators” that operate between the provision of feedback features and implementation of suggestions. The authors addressed the mediators of “understanding feedback” and “agreement with feedback”. They suggested that cognitive feedback features were most likely to influence understanding, but that affective features were more likely to influence agreement and hence implementation. Nelson and Schunn’s results therefore showed how understanding feedback is critical to implementing suggestions from feedback. Thus, it is important in course design that consideration is given to how to increase the likelihood that feedback is understood, if students are to make use of it in current and future work—to learn from it (and improve performance) by understanding it, rather than just improving one-off performance by blind implementation.

Lee (2014) argued that feedback research needed to address real-life writing tasks and contexts in order to have pedagogical value. Hawe and Dixon (2014) adopted a case study approach to investigate “best practice” regarding feedback among teachers in New Zealand. They concluded that students needed to be given authentic opportunities to assess and edit their own work during its production to gain a better understanding of what constitutes a “good” piece of writing. This would increase the likelihood of them being able implement suggestions made in feedback and to learn from the feedback given both to themselves and to other students. Baker (2014) drew attention to the distinction between “feedback” (to be used to inform future writing) and (“grading” as a final evaluative mark allocated to work already done). Even so, she reported that in practice the terms were often used interchangeably. Baker had adopted an ethnographic approach at one U.S. university and provided an in-depth analysis of teachers’ views and approaches to giving feedback. However, she said little about what was actually covered in the feedback (such as content, structure, or grammar).
The latter issue has been discussed specifically with regard to the learning of English as a second language (ESL). In secondary education in Hong Kong, Lee (2005) found that, in spite of receiving feedback, students were concerned that they would make the same errors again, indicating that in this context the main focus of feedback was on error correction rather than on content or organisation. Lee suggested that students might not be so error-focused if feedback were focused more on content and organisation as opposed to errors. However, in subsequent research in a similar educational context, Lee (2011) identified a persisting focus on error correction, resulting in an approach that emphasised “testing” rather than “teaching”. Hyland (2001) had similarly observed the predominance in ESL practices of feedback as “evaluation” rather than “education”. Ferris, Brown, Liu, and Stine (2011) argued that it was important to note the similarities between the feedback given to students writing in English as their first language and the feedback given to those writing in English as a second language. Such considerations led Hyland (2010) to argue that we must address students’ response to feedback as well as the feedback itself, which is very much the focus of the present study.

Relevant to the idea that feedback should be aimed at “education” rather than solely “evaluation”, S.-L. Wang and Wu (2008) considered feedback in terms of knowledge of results, knowledge of correct response, and elaborative feedback. They commented:

Research suggests that feedback is one of the most significant sources of information helping individual students to correct misconceptions, reconstruct knowledge, support metacognitive processes, improve academic achievement, and enhance motivation (Clark & Dwyer, 1998; Foote, 1999; Warden, 2000; Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons, 1992). (p. 1591)

From this it is apparent that feedback can play a key role in enhancing students’ motivation to
study and to improve their work. Therefore it is appropriate now to turn attention more specifically to issues of motivation.

1.2. Motivation

Schraw (2010) proposed that self-regulated learning (SRL) consisted of knowledge, metacognition, and motivation. Banyard, Underwood, and Twiner (2006) also outlined that, whilst SRL refers to learners’ goals and knowledge of strategies to work towards those goals, it is highly susceptible to external influences. So how can external influences be presented to facilitate students’ SRL efforts? In the current study, the aim was to guide the external influences perceived by participants by giving feedback that would support them in considering the requirements of academic writing in the context of their own work and suggest where there might be areas for development. The onus was therefore on the participants to incorporate this feedback within their subsequent essay writing. Related to motivation is the concept of self-efficacy, which will now be addressed.

1.3. Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy refers to students’ judgments of how well they can do a task (Bandura, 1993). Much research on self-efficacy refers back to Bandura’s original definition and work (e.g., Alkharusi, Aldhafri, & Alnabhani, 2013; Tang & Tseng, 2013; van Dinther, Dochy, Segers, & Braeken, 2014). García Duncan and McKeachie (2005) offered a definition of self-efficacy that incorporated “expectancy for success (which is specific to task performance) and judgments of one’s ability to accomplish a task and confidence in one’s skills to perform a task” (p. 119). In a survey of the use of electronic information resources among university
students in Nigeria, Tella, Tella, Ayeni, and Omoba (2007) also defined self-efficacy as whether an individual feels capable of doing a particular task or succeeding in a current situation. In other words, self-efficacy is a matter of the perception of one’s own ability in a perceived context, rather than a measure of ability itself. Tella et al. concluded:

The results indicate that self-efficacy and the use of electronic information jointly predict and contribute to academic performance; that respondents with high self-efficacy make better use of electronic information and have better academic performance; that a correlation exists among self-efficacy, use of electronic information and academic performance. (Abstract)

Thus, raising students’ self-efficacy is an important aim. Tang and Tseng (2013) carried out a survey of online distance learners and reported:

Distance learners who have higher self-efficacy for information seeking and proficiency in information manipulation exhibited higher self-efficacy for online learning. Moreover, students with high self-efficacy demonstrated superior knowledge of digital resources selection. Students who have low self-efficacy with regard to information seeking were more likely to express interest in learning how to use the library resources, although learning techniques for database searching was the exception. (p. 517)

Such findings have strong implications for the support that can be offered to enable students to increase their self-efficacy, by offering opportunities for them to review, reflect on and improve their work and so build on progressive successes, rather than receiving only final-
grade evaluations with little scope to learn from mistakes. This is particularly important in distance learning contexts, where there is minimal or no opportunity for face-to-face interaction between tutors and students or among students themselves.

Shrestha and Coffin (2012) reported on a study to support distance learning students’ academic writing exercises. Instructors on the course provided support and feedback to students via email, in response to successive drafts of assignments. However, the study and the detailed feedback interactions described by Shrestha and Coffin only involved two students. It is likely, therefore, that this was a very valuable provision, but one that would be difficult to resource on a large scale.

In stark contrast in terms of research design, C.-H. Wang, Shannon, and Ross (2013) conducted structural equation modelling of survey data from 256 graduate and undergraduate students taking online courses with one U.S. university. They reported a series of effects:

Students with previous online learning experiences tended to have more effective learning strategies when taking online courses, and hence, had higher levels of motivation in their online courses. In addition, when students had higher levels of motivation in their online courses, their levels of technology self-efficacy and course satisfaction increased. Finally, students with higher levels of technology self-efficacy and course satisfaction also earned better final grades. (p. 302)

This again shows a finding of a cumulative effect for online distance learners, in terms of students using effective learning strategies, having high levels of motivation, self-efficacy and course satisfaction, and achieving better final grades. Much of this therefore comes down to the individual learner’s stance toward their study. However, much can also be done by instructors and course designers to support students in selecting appropriate learning
strategies and understanding task requirements and in enabling students to feel that they can
do well. It is this aim for feedback that is addressed in the study reported here.

1.4. Research questions and analyses

In the current study, participants completed adapted versions of the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ: Pintrich, Smith, Garcia, & McKeachie, 1991, 1993) before and after writing two essays. They were given qualitative feedback (based on the marks awarded but not including the marks awarded) after submitting each essay. One group of participants received feedback only on the structure of their essays, while the second group received feedback on both the structure and the content of their essays.

The first research question was:

- Does the kind of feedback that the participants receive for the first essay influence the marks that they obtain on the second essay?

The fact that the marks awarded for the second essay might be different from the marks awarded for the first essay is in itself not surprising, because the essays were written on different topics (although the marking criteria were not topic-specific). This question asks whether the difference was greater for the participants who received feedback on the structure and the content of their essays than for the participants who only received feedback on the structure of their essays. The latter would entail an interaction between the effect of groups and the effect of essays (first versus second) on the marks awarded.

The second research question was:
• Do the scores the participants obtain on the pre-test questionnaire predict the marks that they receive for their essays?

An additional question here is:

• Is the regression between the questionnaire scores and the essay marks the same regardless of whether the participants receive feedback only on the structure of their essays or feedback on both the structure and content of their essays?

Preliminary tests were carried out to check for interactions between the pre-test questionnaire scores and the effect of groups on the marks awarded to test for the homogeneity of the regression between the pre-test questionnaire scores and the essay marks.

The third research question was:

• Do the scores that participants obtain on the post-test questionnaire differ, depending on the kind of feedback that they receive for their essays?

The final research question was:

• Do the marks that participants receive for their essays predict the scores that they obtain on the post-test questionnaire?

A complication is that, if the marks depended on their scores on the pre-test questionnaire, the marks might simply serve as a mediator between the pre-test scores and the post-test
scores. This point can be addressed by asking whether the marks awarded for the essays predicted their post-test scores when the effects of the pre-test scores on the latter had been statistically controlled. Once again, an additional question is:

- Is the regression between the marks awarded for the essays and the scores on the post-test questionnaire the same regardless of whether the participants received feedback only on the structure of their essays or feedback on both the structure and content?

A preliminary test was carried out to check for an interaction between the essay marks and the effect of groups on the post-test questionnaire scores to test for the homogeneity of the regression between the essay marks and the post-test questionnaire scores. Similar tests were carried out to check for interactions between the pre-test questionnaire scores and the effect of groups on the post-test scores to test for the homogeneity of the regression between the pre-test scores and the post-test scores.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Ninety-one participants were recruited from a subject panel maintained by colleagues in the Department of Psychology consisting of people who were interested in participating in online psychology experiments. Some of them were current or former students of the University, but others were just members of the public with an interest in psychological research.
2.2. *Materials*

The MSLQ consists of 81 statements in 15 scales that measure motivational variables and learning strategies on particular courses. Respondents are asked to rate each statement on a 7-point scale from 1 for “not at all true of me” to 7 for “very true of me”. Pintrich et al. (1991, 3) commented that the 15 scales were “designed to be modular” so that they “can be used together or singly”. The present investigation used items drawn from the first six scales, which are concerned with respondents’ motives and attitudes. Pintrich et al. (1993) explained these scales as follows:

The motivational scales are based on a general social-cognitive model of motivation that proposes three general motivational constructs . . . : (1) expectancy, (2) value, and (3) affect. Expectancy components refer to students’ beliefs that they can accomplish a task. Two expectancy-related subscales were constructed to assess students’ (a) perceptions of self-efficacy and (b) control beliefs for learning. Value components focus on the reasons why students engage in an academic task. Three subscales are included in the MSLQ to measure value beliefs: (1) intrinsic goal orientation (a focus on learning and mastery), (2) extrinsic goal orientation (a focus on marks and approval from others), and (3) task value beliefs (judgments of how interesting, useful, and important the course content is to the student). The third general motivational construct is affect, and has been operationalised in terms of responses to the test anxiety scale, which taps into students’ worry and concern over taking exams. (p. 802)

The MSLQ was intended for use with students taking formal courses. For the present
investigation, references to “this class” or “this course” were reworded to refer to “this exercise”. One item from the Intrinsic Goal Orientation scale and four items from the Test Anxiety scale could not be adapted, leaving 26 items. These were phrased in the present or future tense in the pre-test questionnaire and in the present or past tense for the post-test questionnaire. Sample items are shown in Table 1. Both surveys were hosted online on secure websites.

(Insert Table 1 about here)

2.3. Procedure

Communication with the participants was solely online. They were assigned alternately to two groups. (Those in Group 1 were provided with feedback only on the structure of their essays; those in Group 2 were provided with feedback on both the structure and content of their essays.) Each participant was asked to complete the pre-test version of the MSLQ online, for which they were allowed 2 weeks. They were then asked to “write an essay on human perception of risk” of between 500 and 1,000 words, for which they were also allowed 2 weeks.

Two of the authors who were academic staff with considerable experience in teaching and assessment marked the submitted essays using an agreed marking scheme and without reference to the groups to which participants had been assigned. The marking scheme is shown in Table 2. If the difference between the total marks awarded was 20 percentage points or less, essays were assigned the average of the two markers’ marks. Discrepancies of more than 20 percentage points were resolved by discussion between the markers.

(Insert Table 2 about here)

The participants were provided with qualitative feedback on their first essays based on
the marks awarded (but they were not given the marks themselves). Those in Group 1 received feedback based on the marks awarded against Criteria 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7. Those in Group 2 received feedback based on the marks awarded against all 10 criteria. They were then asked to “write an essay on memory problems in old age” of between 500 and 1,000 words, for which they were again allowed 2 weeks. Finally, they were provided with feedback on their second essays and asked to complete the post-test version of the MSLQ online. Participants who completed both questionnaires and submitted both essays were rewarded with an honorarium of 40 pounds sterling in Amazon vouchers.

3. Results

Of the 91 participants who were invited to complete the pre-test questionnaire, 76 responded, but two only provided incomplete data. Of these 76 participants, 42 submitted Essay 1, of whom 38 submitted Essay 2. Of the latter 38 participants, all completed the post-test questionnaire. They consisted of eight men and 30 women; they were aged between 23 and 65 (mean age = 42.3 years); and 19 participants were in each group.

3.1. Marks awarded for essays

The correlation coefficients between the marks initially awarded by the two markers were .85 for Essay 1 and .82 for Essay 2. The discrepancy between the two markers was more than 20 percentage points for just one essay, and this discrepancy was resolved by discussion between the markers. The mean final mark for Essay 1 was 56.8 (SD = 14.7), and the mean final mark for Essay 2 was 63.3 (SD = 12.4).

A mixed-design analysis of variance was carried out on the average mark that was
awarded to the participants who submitted two essays. This employed the within-subjects variables of essays (Essay 1 versus Essay 2) and marking criteria (1–10) and the between-subjects variables of group (Group 1 versus Group 2). Post hoc tests were carried out to identify the marking criteria on which any significant differences in marks had arisen.

There was no significant difference in the overall marks awarded to participants in the two groups, $F(1, 36) = 2.83, p = .10$, partial $\eta^2 = .07$. The mean mark awarded for Essay 2 (63.1) was significantly higher than the mean mark awarded for Essay 1 (57.3), $F(1, 36) = 4.89, p = .03$, partial $\eta^2 = .12$. However, the interaction between the effects of groups and essays was not significant, $F(1, 36) = .40, p = .53$, partial $\eta^2 = .01$, implying that the difference between the marks awarded for the two essays was similar for participants in the two groups.

The main effect of criteria was statistically significant, $F(9, 324) = 39.70, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .52$, which is unsurprising since different numbers of marks were awarded against the 10 criteria. There was a significant interaction between the effect of groups and the effect of criteria, $F(9, 324) = 2.50, p = .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .07$, implying that the two groups showed a different pattern of marks across the different criteria. There was also a significant interaction between the effect of essays and the effect of criteria, $F(9, 324) = 6.69, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .16$, implying that the two essays showed a different pattern of marks across the different criteria. Finally, there was a significant three-way interaction between the effects of groups, essays and criteria, $F(9, 324) = 2.05, p = .03$, partial $\eta^2 = .05$.

Post hoc tests showed that the difference between the marks awarded to the two groups was only significant on Criterion 8 (Definition), where Group 2 obtained a higher mean mark (5.70) than did Group 1 (3.21), $F(1, 36) = 7.24, p = .01$, partial $\eta^2 = .17$. However, this was qualified by a significant interaction between the effect of groups and the
effect of essays, $F(1, 36) = 5.12, p = .03$, partial $\eta^2 = .13$. For the participants in Group 1, the mean mark awarded on Criterion 8 was higher on Essay 2 (4.03) than on Essay 1 (2.40). However, for the participants in Group 2, the mean mark awarded on Criterion 8 was higher on Essay 1 (6.50) than on Essay 2 (4.90). In short, there was no evidence that providing feedback on both the structure and content of an essay led to higher marks on a subsequent essay than providing feedback on the first essay’s structure alone.

Finally, the difference between the marks awarded to the two essays was significant on Criterion 4, $F(1, 36) = 12.86, p = .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .26$, on Criterion 7, $F(1, 36) = 19.82, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .36$, and on Criterion 9, $F(1, 36) = 5.94, p = .02$, partial $\eta^2 = .14$. The mean mark awarded on Criterion 4 (Evidence) was higher for Essay 2 (11.12) than for Essay 1 (8.97). The mean mark awarded on Criterion 7 (References) was also higher for Essay 2 (7.22) than for Essay 1 (4.01). However, the mean mark awarded on Criterion 9 (Written presentation) was higher for Essay 1 (7.93) than for Essay 2 (7.33).

3.2. Questionnaire scores

The participants were assigned scores on the pre-test and post-test questionnaires by calculating the mean response to the constituent items in each scale. Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations of these scores, together with the relevant values of Cronbach’s (1951) coefficient alpha as an estimate of reliability. The latter were broadly satisfactory on conventional research-based criteria (see Robinson, Shaver, & Wrightsman, 1991).

(Insert Table 3 about here)

The correlation coefficients between corresponding scales in the pre-test questionnaire and the post-test questionnaire were highly significant and ranged between
+.46 and +.74, except in the case of Extrinsic Goal Orientation, \( r = +.31, p = .06 \).

A doubly multivariate analysis of variance was carried out on the scores that the participants obtained on the pre-test and post-test questionnaires. This used the between-subjects variable of groups and the within-subject comparison between the pre-test and post-test scores. This analysis found that on Self-Efficacy the post-test scores were significantly higher than the pre-test scores, \( F(1, 36) = 4.19, p = .04 \), partial \( \eta^2 = .10 \). However, there were no other significant differences between the pre-test scores and the post-test scores, no significant differences between the scores obtained by the two groups, and no significant interactions between these two effects. Thus, the two groups were similar in terms of their MSLQ scores both at the beginning and at the end of the study, and the increase in scores on Self-Efficacy occurred regardless of the kind of feedback they had received.

3.3. Using the pre-test scores to predict the essay marks

A univariate analysis of variance was carried out using the between-subjects variable of group, the scores on the pre-test questionnaire as covariates, and the average essay mark as the dependent variable. A preliminary analysis included the interactions between the scores on the pre-test questionnaire and the effect of group to check for homogeneity of regression. This found no significant interactions between the scores on the pre-test questionnaire and the effect of groups on the average essay mark, \( F(1, 24) \leq 1.47, p \geq .24 \), partial \( \eta^2 \leq .06 \), implying homogeneity of regression between the two groups. This analysis also found no significant difference between the two groups in terms of their average essay mark when their pre-test scores were taken into account, \( F(1, 24) = .84, p = .37 \), partial \( \eta^2 = .03 \). Accordingly, the difference between the two groups was ignored in the main analysis.
This used the scores on the pre-test questionnaire as covariates and the average essay mark as the dependent variable. The average essay mark was significantly predicted by the scores on the Task Value scale, $B = +6.93$, $F(1, 31) = 5.61$, $p = .02$, partial $\eta^2 = .15$, and by the scores on the Control of Learning Beliefs scale, $B = +4.37$, $F(1, 31) = 4.21$, $p = .04$, partial $\eta^2 = .12$, but not by the scores on any of the other four scales. Thus, those participants who produced higher scores on Task Value and Control of Learning Beliefs in the pre-test questionnaire tended to obtain higher marks for their essays.

3.4. Using the pre-test scores and the essay marks to predict the post-test scores

A multivariate analysis of variance was carried out using the between-subjects variable of group, the scores on the pre-test questionnaire, and the average essay mark as covariates and the scores on the post-test questionnaire as dependent variables. A preliminary analysis included the interactions between the scores on the pre-test questionnaire and the effect of group and the interaction between the average essay mark and the effect of group to check for homogeneity of regression. This found that there was a significant interaction between the scores on Test Anxiety on the pre-test questionnaire and the effect of groups on the scores on the post-test questionnaire, $F(6, 17) = 6.60$, $p = .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .70$. In particular, this interaction was significant for the scores on Control of Learning Beliefs in the post-test questionnaire, $F(1, 22) = 26.78$, $p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .55$, and the scores on Self-Efficacy on the post-test questionnaire, $F(1, 22) = 5.00$, $p = .04$, partial $\eta^2 = .19$, but not on the other four scales of the post-test questionnaire. Separate analyses carried out on the two groups showed that the pre-test scores on Test Anxiety were negatively correlated with the post-test scores on Control of Learning Beliefs in Group 1, $B = -.36$, $F(1, 12) = 11.73$, $p$
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= .005, partial η² = .49, but were positively correlated with the post-test scores on Control of Learning Beliefs in Group 2, B = +.65, F(1, 12) = 16.93, p = .001, partial η² = .59. A similar pattern was evident in the post-test scores on Self-Efficacy, but neither of the groups demonstrated a significant regression coefficient in this case. None of the other interaction terms was significant in the preliminary analysis, implying homogeneity of regression between the two groups in other respects, including the regression between the average essay mark and the post-test scores. The latter interaction terms were dropped from the main analysis.

This used the between-subjects variable of group, the scores on the pre-test questionnaire and the average essay mark as covariates and the scores on the post-test questionnaire as dependent variables. The statistical model included the interaction between the scores on Test Anxiety on the pre-test questionnaire and the effect of groups. This remained significant for the scores on Control of Learning Beliefs in the post-test questionnaire, F(1, 28) = 24.38, p < .001, partial η² = .47. The mean score obtained by Group 1 on this scale (5.30) was significantly higher than the mean scores obtained by Group 2 (5.03), F(1, 28) = 24.53, p < .001, partial η² = .47. Finally, there was a positive relationship between the participants’ average essay mark and their scores on Extrinsic Goal Orientation in the post-test questionnaire, B = +.06, F(1, 28) = 6.93, p = .01, partial η² = .20. In other words, even when the participants’ scores on the pre-test questionnaire had been statistically controlled, those who obtained higher marks for their essays subsequently tended to produce higher scores on Extrinsic Goal Orientation in the post-test questionnaire.
4. Discussion

This paper has reported on a study addressing the effects of offering feedback regarding structure or regarding structure and content on written academic essays. The study also focused on participants’ reported levels of self-efficacy and motivation for such learning tasks, using an adapted version of the MSLQ. Our intention was that feedback given on a first essay would be implemented and supportive in writing a second essay. We also hypothesised that there would be a difference in marks related to the type of feedback participants received—on structure or on structure and content—as well as a relationship between marks received and reported levels of motivation and self-efficacy.

Based on the existing literature, there can be reciprocal relationships between motivation, self-efficacy, and improving academic performance, whereby enhancements in the former often correspond with improvements in the latter (e.g., Tella et al., 2007). The current study therefore uniquely set out to measure aspects of motivation and self-efficacy before and after the study activities—writing two essays on which participants were given qualitative feedback (but not numerical marks)—and to see whether providing different types of feedback affected participants’ reported levels of motivation and self-efficacy, as well as the essay marks they achieved. Analysis of the collected data revealed a number of interesting findings.

First, there was no evidence that providing feedback on both structure and content, compared to just structure, led to a higher mark being achieved on the second essay. For both groups however, marks allocated for the criteria regarding use of evidence and references significantly increased on Essay 2, suggesting that feedback received on Essay 1 may have encouraged participants to focus on these aspects in their second essay.

With regard to the participants’ MSLQ responses, both groups had similar scores for
their pre-test and post-test questionnaires, apart from values on the self-efficacy scale, which showed significantly higher scores on the post-test regardless of group. This suggests that all participants increased their self-efficacy by the end of the study, regardless of the type of feedback received.

Linking the pre-test scores and essay marks, no evidence was found of an effect of the type of feedback received. It was apparent, however, that those participants who scored more highly on the task value and control of learning beliefs scales in their pre-test questionnaires also tended to achieve higher marks in their essays. Linking pre-test scores, essay marks and post-test scores, evidence was found that those who scored more highly on their essays also reported having higher extrinsic goal orientation on the post-test questionnaire.

5. Conclusion and implications

Together these findings tell a complicated but interesting story. For instance, participants’ marks on their second essays were similar whether they received feedback on essay structure alone or on both structure and content. However, both groups received higher marks on their second essays with regard to use of evidence and references (key aspects of essay structure highlighted in the feedback) after receiving feedback on their first essay. This is a very important finding, as use of evidence and references are key components in writing academic essays, and the feedback provided may have supported participants in improving their efforts and subsequently their performance toward these aspects. It can only be speculated that participants’ higher self-reported levels of self-efficacy in their post-test questionnaire may have been related to this improved understanding and performance. As self-efficacy is such an important factor in people feeling they can do a task they set themselves, this is a crucial indicator that such feedback may have a key role to play in
helping participants to understand task requirements and how they can improve. This is supported by the finding that those participants who scored more highly on task value and control of learning beliefs in their pre-test questionnaires also scored more highly on their essays, suggesting that there was a relationship between participants who wrote better essays and those who felt they were in control of, saw the value of, and understood their efforts toward the essay-writing activities.

The lack of significant difference in marks between those receiving feedback on structure alone and those receiving feedback on structure and content is perhaps surprising and deserves further exploration. On the basis of this project it can however be concluded that using feedback to highlight certain structural elements of essay writing, in particular use of evidence and references, can have a lasting positive impact on participants’ future essay performance. This is significant for all efforts to support the perception of feedback as “education” rather than just “evaluation” (Hyland, 2001; Lee, 2011), or as “advice for action” (Whitelock, 2010), as a means to help participants to improve their future work rather than simply as a mechanism for marking past work.
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Table 1

Changes of wording in sample MSLQ items for pre-test and post-test questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Original wording</th>
<th>Pre-test questionnaire</th>
<th>Post-test questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrinsic Goal Orientation scale</strong></td>
<td>In a class like this, I prefer course material that really challenges me so I can learn new things.</td>
<td>In an exercise like this, I prefer tasks that really challenge me.</td>
<td>In an exercise like this, I prefer tasks that really challenge me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extrinsic Goal Orientation scale</strong></td>
<td>Getting a good grade in this class is the most satisfying thing for me right now.</td>
<td>Getting a good grade in this exercise is the most satisfying thing for me.</td>
<td>Getting a good grade in this exercise was the most satisfying thing for me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task Value scale</strong></td>
<td>I think I will be able to use what I learn in this course in other courses.</td>
<td>I think I will be able to use what I learn in this exercise in other situations.</td>
<td>I think I will be able to use what I learned in this exercise in other situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control of Learning Beliefs scale</strong></td>
<td>If I study in appropriate ways, then I will be able to learn the material in this course.</td>
<td>I will be able to master the material needed for this exercise.</td>
<td>I was able to master the material needed for this exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-Efficacy for Learning and Performance scale</strong></td>
<td>I believe I will receive an excellent grade in this class.</td>
<td>I believe I will receive an excellent grade for this exercise.</td>
<td>I believe I received an excellent grade for this exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test Anxiety scale</strong></td>
<td>When I take a test I think about how poorly I am doing compared with other students.</td>
<td>I will think about how poorly I am doing compared with the other participants.</td>
<td>I thought about how poorly I was doing compared with the other participants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Marking scheme for essays.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Maximum marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Introductory paragraph sets out argument.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Concluding paragraph rounds off discussion.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Argument is clear and well followed through.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Evidence for argument in main body of text.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. All paragraphs seven sentences long or less.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Word count between 500 and 1,000 words.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Award 5 for two or three references, 10 for four or more.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Provides a clear and explicit definition of risk or memory.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Extensive vocabulary, accurate grammar and spelling.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Understanding of practical issues, innovative proposals.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

Means, standard deviations, and values of coefficient alpha on pre-test and post-test questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>No. of items</th>
<th>Pre-test questionnaire</th>
<th>Post-test questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Goal Orientation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic Goal Orientation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Value</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of Learning Beliefs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Anxiety</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.37</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aCoefficient alpha cannot be calculated for scales consisting of a single item.*
Highlights

- Feedback on students’ written essays is critical to their academic learning.
- Feedback on structure and content was compared with feedback on structure alone.
- Students given the two kinds of feedback obtained similar marks on a second essay.
- Both groups obtained higher marks on their use of evidence and on referencing.
- Marks were correlated with scores on task values and control of learning beliefs.